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Abstract— We propose an algorithmic voltage-feed-in (AVFI)
topology capable of systematic generation of any arbitrary buck–
boost rational ratio with optimal conduction loss while achieving
reduced topology-level parasitic loss among the state-of-the-art
works. By disengaging the existing topology-level restrictions,
we develop a cell-level implementation using the extracted Dickson cell (DSC) and charge-path-folding cell (QFC) to minimize
the power-stage parasitic loss, exhibiting a Dickson-like switching pattern. The proposed partitionable main cell (MC) and
auxiliary cell (AC) architecture achieves fined-grained voltage
conversion ratio (FVCR) reconfiguration with optimal power
cell utilization and reduced control complexity. Implemented
in 65-nm bulk CMOS, the fully integrated switched-capacitor
power converter (SCPC) using 10 MCs and 10 ACs executes a
total of 24 VCRs (11 buck and 13 boost) with wide-range efficient
buck–boost operations through the proposed reference-selective
bootstrapping driver (RSBD). Based on the AVFI topology,
the chip prototype reaches a measured peak efficiency of 84.1%
at a power density of 13.4 mW/mm2 over a wide range of
input (0.22–2.4 V) and output (0.85–1.2 V).
Index Terms— Algorithmic voltage-feed-in (AVFI) topology,
buck–boost, dc–dc, linear topology, parasitic loss, power density, rational voltage conversion ratio, reconfigurable, referenceselective bootstrapping, switched capacitor.

I. I NTRODUCTION
FFICIENT wireless energy harvesting solutions are
highly demanded in many portable dynamically powered internet of everything (IoE) systems. Switched-capacitor
power converters (SCPC) are desirable for on-chip dc–dc conversion due to its full integration capability with high energy
efficiency and power density [1]–[18]. Due to the wide input–
output dynamics as a result of the changing ambient environ-
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ment, SCPC with multiple voltage conversion ratios (VCR)
is necessary to alleviate the VCR-induced efficiency penalty
while achieving a small form factor [19]–[30]. Yet, many
existing works offer only a few VCRs, leading to significant efficiency fluctuations over wide input–output dynamics (e.g., up to 30% in [28]). Hence, on-chip SCPCs with
systematic fine-grained VCRs (FVCRs) become attractive to
achieve consistent high efficiency across an extended operating
range [7], [31]–[34]. Even though glitches and hard-charging
losses can result during VCR reconfiguration, such issues
should be much relaxed for the target application scenario.
Conventionally, the Dickson topology has been widely
employed in many fully integrated step-up/-down solutions
with high efficiency due to its optimal bottom-plate (Cbot ) parasitic loss [35], [36]. However, it can only achieve 1-to-n (1:n)
boost VCRs and n-to-1 (n:1) buck VCRs due to its topology inflexibility, rendering FVCR implementations impossible.
As an alternative, the series–parallel (SP) topology is well
known for its VCR flexibility [37] but is not preferred for
on-chip implementations due to the suboptimal slow-switching
loss [38] (i.e., RSSL ) and Cbot parasitic loss.
To overcome the limitations as demonstrated in the Dickson
and SP topologies, various systematic rational VCR generation
techniques based on binary converters have recently been
proposed to achieve fined-grained resolution including the
successive approximation register (SAR) SCPC [31], recursive SCPC (RSC) [32] [33], and negator-feedback SCPC
(NSC) [34]. Due to their intrinsic binary switching property,
each flying capacitor carries binary-weighted charge flow, with
each stage performing either voltage doubling or halving steps.
Even though they can achieve less number of power cell
stages for generating high conversion ratios, its binary stepping
characteristics can increase the Cbot switching voltage (VCB ),
raising the on-chip flying capacitor (Cfly ) parasitic loss which
can significantly degrade the power conversion efficiency. As a
performance tradeoff, existing works mostly employ metal–
insulator–metal (MIM) capacitors with low Cbot as the energy
storage elements but at the expense of limited power density
in the order of sub-mW/mm2 [7], [25]–[26], [31]–[34].
This paper (expanded from [39]) revisits the fundamental properties of the traditional Dickson and SP topologies
and proposes a systematic SCPC topology design methodology to achieve optimal power stage losses. The proposed
method includes a core framework featuring the algorithmic
voltage-feed-in (AVFI) function to achieve linear topologies
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Fig. 1. (a) Demonstration of 1:(n + 1) and n:(n + 1) conversions by conventional Dickson and SP topologies, (b) their corresponding power stage internal
generated levels, and (c) their respective arithmetic model representations.

for flexible rational VCR generations with optimal RSSL .
The proposed AVFI framework, together with the Dickson
cell (DSC) and the charge-folding cell (QFC) which are
extracted from the existing Dickson and SP topologies, can
algorithmically attain improved parasitic loss for any arbitrary
rational VCR among the state of the art. While a charge
recycling technique is presented in [10], the proposed AVFI
topology achieves parasitic loss reduction at the topology
level. Both techniques should theoretically be compatible
with each other but at the expense of increased circuit and
control complexity. Using the proposed methodology, a fully
integrated buck–boost SCPC with 24 VCRs was implemented
in 65-nm bulk CMOS. Due to the intrinsic unit charge flow
property, modular power cells can be adopted to relax the
implementation/control complexity. A partitionable power
stage containing 10 main cells (MCs) and 10 auxiliary
cells (ACs) with a scaled size ratio of 5 is employed to
guarantee full capacitor utilization, with the seven partitioning modes supporting 24 VCRs. To support reliable power
switch on/off operations under wide voltage dynamics in
FVCR implementations, we also propose a reference-selective
bootstrapping driver (RSBD) technique featuring an adaptive
selection of the proper gate driving reference node across
the power switch for accurate switch-on/-off control while
ensuring robust operation using low-voltage power switches
to reduce the switching loss.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
details the proposed AVFI topology design methodology.
Section III presents the corresponding topology analyses.
Section IV provides application examples to demonstrate
the utilization and characteristics of the proposed topology
design technique. Section V outlines the converter design and
implementation. Section VI shows the experimental results.
Finally, Section VII draws the conclusion.

through the flying capacitor (Cfly ); and 2) the generated
internal voltage levels equally distributed within the voltage
conversion domain, which is [VSS , VIN ] for buck mode and
[VSS , VOUT ] for boost mode. Fig. 1(a) and (b) illustrates
the above-mentioned observations for an n-stage Dickson
topology in boost conversion for 1:(n + 1) and n:(n + 1).
For comparison, they also show the SP implementations for
the same VCRs. By inspection, the corresponding SP also
satisfies the above-mentioned linear topology characteristics.
As a result, we can essentially consider SP as an alternative
to Dickson in such a scenario. With reference to the existing
analysis for Dickson converters [35], [40], we can express
the i th stage output level (Si,O ) in terms of the capacitor
voltage VC,i and the bottom-plate switching voltage VCB,i , as

II. A LGORITHMIC VOLTAGE -F EED -I N T OPOLOGY
A. Conventional Linear Topologies
Dickson-type converters are often referred to as linear
with: 1) each power cell carrying uniform charge flow (Q C )

From (3) and (4), the Dickson topology features fixed
VCB,i = VIN or VOUT –VIN . Intuitively, this operation leads
to its stage by stage increase in capacitor voltage. In contrast,
each Cfly in the SP topology has fixed voltage VC,i = VIN or

Si,O,1:(n+1) = VC,i + |VCB,i |
Si,O,n:(n+1) = VOUT − (VC,i + |VCB,i |).

(1)
(2)

From Fig. 1(a), the first-stage operation for both topologies
and their corresponding output S1,O are the same, with the
later stage results depending on the previous stages. Even
though they can both generate the same set of voltage levels
using the same number of capacitors, their unique charge
pumping characteristics can lead to distinct performance
advantages/disadvantages. Considering the boost conversion
of 1:(n +1) and n:(n +1), the Dickson and SP voltage stepping
characteristics are, respectively, given as

Dickson : VC,i = Si−1,O , |VCB,i | = VIN
(3)
1 : (n + 1)
SP :
VC,i = VIN , |VCB,i | = Si−1,O
⎧
Dickson : VC,i = VOUT − Si−1,O
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
|VCB,i | = VOUT − VIN
(4)
n : (n + 1)
⎪
SP :
VC,i = VOUT − VIN
⎪
⎪
⎩
|VCB,i | = VOUT − Si−1,O
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. (a) Extracted power cells from Dickson and SP boost topologies.
(b) Summary of basic power cells used in the proposed topology design
method.

VOUT –VIN but with gradually increased VCB,i . As demonstrated in [35] and [36], the Dickson topology can theoretically
achieve the minimum parasitic loss for a particular VCR,
and is therefore a preferred solution when compared with SP.
However, as VC,i solely relies on the previous stage outputs which can only be multiples of VIN or VOUT –VIN ,
conventional Dickson converter only generates limited VCRs
of 1:(n + 1) and n:(n + 1) in boost conversion, equivalent to
(n + 1):1 and (n + 1):n in buck mode. Furthermore, for the
special case SP which realizes VCRs of 1:(n +1) and n:(n +1)
in Fig. 1(a), the voltage-stepping amplitude VCB,i also limits
the realizable VCRs as in the Dickson case.
The aforementioned power stage-level generation can be
represented by the arithmetic model of Fig. 1(c). By inspection, except for the last stage, there is no VOUT involvement in
the operations of all the other stages for 1:(n + 1) generation.
In contrast, all the power cells rely on VOUT for n:(n + 1)
conversion. We can observe that the performance limitations
in existing Dickson and SP topologies are mainly due to their
inherent converter operations, which are ultimately defined by
the voltage stepping characteristics of the corresponding power
cells. Based on the above-mentioned observation, we propose
the AVFI topology that exploits the basic cell characteristics
of both the Dickson and SP topologies. This essentially disengages their respective topology-level restrictions, resulting
in flexible rational VCR generations with optimal RSSL and
parasitic loss performances.
B. Basic Power Cells
Referring to the Dickson and SP boost topologies of
Fig. 1(a), we extract the basic power cells to construct the
proposed topology in this paper, including two DSCs and
two QFCs from the Dickson and SP topologies, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). As summarized in Section II-A,
the DSC achieves predictable VCB = VIN or |VOUT –VIN |.

Topology exploration for rational VCR of 2:5.

Fig. 2(a) also presents the charge transfer (Q tran ) pattern of
Ctop -in-Ctop-out (TT) or Cbot -in-Cbot -out (BB). In contrast,
the VCB for the QFC depends on internal node conditions
of adjacent power cells, with Q tran “folding” to the opposite
plate, showing Ctop -in-Cbot -out (TB) or Cbot -in-Ctop-out
(BT). The above-mentioned patterns distinguish the four
basic power cells for boost conversion. Similarly, basic
cells can also be extracted from the buck conversion cases.
Fig. 2(b) summarizes the total of eight basic power cells for
buck–boost conversion, with cell parameter m i introduced
to differentiate between DSC (m i = 0) and QFC (m i = 1).
Furthermore, the basic power cells can also be characterized
by the employment of output/input voltage-feed-in (VFI),
i.e., the involvement of charges transferred to VOUT in boost
mode and injected from VIN in buck mode. For instance, the
arithmetic model for 1:(n + 1) in Fig. 1(c) exhibits no VOUT feed-in for all power cells. In contrast, all the power cells
for n:(n + 1) require VOUT -feed-in operation. Consequently,
to further classify the basic power cells, we defined ai
and bi as the VIN -feed-in and VOUT -feed-in parameters,
respectively. Hence, VIN (VOUT )-feed-in is involved when ai
(bi ) = 1 and vice versa. With the above-mentioned topology
parameters (i.e., VFI parameters ai and bi and cell selection
parameter m i ), every power cell among the total of eight
shown in Fig. 2(b) can be uniquely addressed.
Fig. 3 exhibits, for a better understanding, how the basic
cells can be applied for rational VCR generation. It illustrates a
2:5 boost conversion example whose implementation is based
on the selected cells from the boost mode basic cell set.
For a given VIN = 2, the corresponding VOUT = 5 can be
generated using a TT cell as C4 if S3,O = 3. A possible
solution is to set the previous stages C1−3 using TT/BT, TB,
and BT cells, resulting in S1−3,O = 4, 1, and 3, respectively.
Fig. 3 also displays the power stage voltage-level distribution
for the derived 2:5 topology which is able to achieve optimum
RSSL as well as Cbot parasitic loss.
Notice that the VFI parameters ai and bi essentially
determine the generated VCR, which will be discussed in
the AVFI framework in Section II-C. However, as either the
DSC (m i = 0) or QFC (m i = 1) can theoretically support
the specific implementation for the power cells in the framework (but can affect the value of VCB of each power cell
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By assuming Sn,O = VOUT , the proposed framework can
realize any arbitrary buck–boost VCRs, given by

VOUT
1 + a1∼n a1 = 0, b1∼n = 1 (buck)
VCR =
=
,
(7)
VIN
1 + b1∼n a1∼n = 1, bn = 0 (boost)

Fig. 4.

Algorithmic models for (a) power cell and (b) topology framework.

and hence the parasitic loss), the complete AVFI topology
implementation requires the complete topology parameter
selection (i.e., ai , bi , and m i ), outlined in Section II-D.
C. Proposed AVFI Framework
Compared with the case of 1:5, the arithmetic model
of 2:5 introduces an additional VFI path at C2 , resulting in
VCR modification. In principle, flexible rational VCR generation can be accomplished by controlling the VFI operation in
a topology framework with a given number of cascaded power
cells. Essentially, the construction of the arithmetic model is
dependent on the VIN - and VOUT -feed-in operations in each
power stage, meaning that both ai and bi are necessary for
the general model representation. Moreover, for a particular
VCR, the value of ai and bi is not unique, with each solution
achieving different sets of VCB,i . The proposed algorithmic
AVFI topology aims to determine the VFI parameters ai and bi
as well as the cell parameter m i systematically through an
algorithmic framework to obtain VCR flexibility and optimal
losses.
As discussed, flexible rational VCR generation can be
achieved through programming the VFI paths from the converter input (VIN ) and output (VOUT) to each power cell stage.
Consequently, the topology implementation is VCR specific,
which is dependent on the particular set of VFI enforced.
As the AVFI framework with ai and bi inherently maintains
the characteristics of linear topologies, it leads to an intrinsic
optimal RSSL for any arbitrary VCR generation. Notice that
this step does not require the selection between the DSC/QFC
cells (i.e., the choice of m i ).
Fig. 4(a) shows the general model of a power cell for
VFI parameter determination (i.e., ai and bi ), describing the
functional voltage conversion within a power cell. The i th
stage cell output can be expressed as

bi = 1(buck)
(5)
Si,O = Si,I + ai VIN − bi VOUT ,
ai = 1(boost).
Since all DSCs and QFCs process arbitrary cell input voltage
Si,I by either acquiring charge from VIN or delivering charge
to VOUT , the cell model can algorithmically express the cell
function by ai and bi in (5). Fig. 4(b) reveals the generalized
algorithmic topology framework through cascading the cell
models in Fig. 4(a). From Fig. 4(b), Si,O is an accumulative
result of previous stages, with the general expression


i
i
Si,O = 1 +
a j VIN −
b j VOUT . (6)
j =1

j =1

For an n-stage converter, setting all ai = 1 in boost mode
can set the numerator to be n + 1, ensuring proper VCR
generation from n:(n + 1) to 1:(n + 1) through different values
of bi . This is analogous for setting all bi = 1 in buck mode.
Consequently, we can ensure proper VCR generation between
(n + 1):x and x:(n + 1), where x is any positive integer
with 1 ≤ x ≤ n. We assume non-unity VCR generation
by setting a1 in buck and bn in boost to be 0. The resultant
converter can also achieve optimal RSSL , which is analogous
to the conventional Dickson and SP converters and will be
detailed in Section III-A. In fact, the 1:(n + 1) and n:(n + 1)
Dickson topologies can also be considered as special cases
of the proposed AVFI topology framework. In summary, any
particular VCR can be theoretically generated by properly
defining ai and bi .
D. Proposed AVFI Topology With Parameter Selection
Even though the model in Fig. 4(b) can theoretically
generate all realizable VCRs by determining the summation
terms in (7), the real implementation also relies on specifying
individual values of each parameter ai , bi , and m i for optimal
Cbot parasitic loss. Here, we present a systematic parameter
determination methodology to algorithmically determine a set
of unique ai , bi , and m i for concrete power cell implementation in the proposed AVFI topology with optimal Cbot parasitic
loss.
Referring to the power stage voltage-level distribution for
the Dickson/SP topology of Fig. 1, we first enforce the
level bounded rule (LBR) for determining ai and bi in buck
and boost modes, respectively. Consequently, all the internal
levels are linearly distributed and well bounded within the
corresponding conversion domain, i.e., [VSS , VIN ] for buck
mode and [VSS , VOUT ] for boost mode, defined as

buck:Si,O |i∈[1,n) ∈ (VSS , VIN )
(8)
boost:Si,O |i∈[1,n) ∈ (VSS , VOUT )
Based on the LBR and the Si,O expressions in (5) and (6),
we can derive the algorithms for ai and bi for the buck and
boost conversion as
⎧
i−1
⎪

⎪
⎨1, i · VCR > 1 +
aj
buck :ai |i[2,n] =
(9)
j
=1
⎪
⎪
⎩0, otherwise
⎛
⎞
⎧
i−1
⎪

⎪
⎨1, ⎝1 +
b j ⎠ VCR < i + 1
(10)
boost :bi |i[1,n−1] =
j
=1
⎪
⎪
⎩
0, otherwise
Referring to (7), a0 and bn are equal to 0 in buck and boost
modes, respectively. Fig. 5 presents the corresponding flow
charts for systematic ai /bi determination in each cell with
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Fig. 5. Algorithm logic flowchart for determining (a) ai for buck conversion
and (b) bi for boost conversion.

internal voltages defined. As observed, the parameter determination of the current stage relies on the internal voltage from
prior stages only. In other words, the input of any intermediate
stages is an accumulating result from earlier stages due to the
cell cascading nature, resulting in the accumulative terms of
the inequalities in (9) and (10). With the obtained ai and bi ,
it can be observed that the resultant AVFI framework fulfills
the linear topology characteristics defined in Section II-A.
Here, we describe the selection algorithm for m i . As discussed in Section II-A, the unchangeable power cell configurations in conventional topologies are the fundamental
reason for either inflexible VCR generation or increased
RSSL /parasitic loss. Our proposed framework resolves this
problem by enabling identical voltage conversion using different types of power cells. Fig. 6 illustrates the cell selection
methodology based on the LBR to optimize the VCB in a
particular power cell. Without the loss of generality, we focus
our discussion mainly on the boost conversion. Since the input
of each intermediate power cell is solely dependent on prior
stages, we only need to consider the interfacing of two adjacent
intermediate cells, i.e., the four cases for bi and bi+1 as shown
in Fig. 6. Referring to Fig. 6(a), VCB,i+1 = |VOUT –Si,O | in
steady-state operation for m i+1 = 1 (QFC). The defined LBR
ensures Si,I > VSS = 0. In boost mode, Si,O = Si,I + VIN
(as ai = 1 and bi = 0), we can have Si,O > VIN . Meanwhile, Si,O < VOUT must hold due to LBR. Consequently,
we can have |VOUT − VIN | > |VOUT –Si+1,O |, and using QFC
rather than DSC in the case of Fig. 6(a) always gives lower
VCB,i+1 . A similar analysis can also be used to deduce
the VCB,i+1 for all the possible situations in Fig. 6(b)–(d),
as well as for buck mode operations. Then, it can be
concluded that by enforcing LBR for the (i + 1)th stage,
the minimum VCB for cell Ci+1 can always be achieved
with m i+1 = 1 whenver bi+1 = bi , and m i+1 should

Fig. 6.

Power cell selection between DSC and QFC for reduced VCB.

Fig. 7.
Complete AVFI topology theory for the rational buck–boost
conversion. The cell configuration summary is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

be 0 otherwise. The m i determination algorithm can be
expressed as
boost :m i = bi−1 ⊕ bi , m 1 = 0 or 1.

(11)

Since S1,I = VIN for the first stage, the case for m 1 =
0 or 1 will result in the same power cell implementation.
Similarly, by applying the same selection method in buck
mode, the corresponding m i can be derived as
buck :m i = ai ⊕ ai+1 , m n = 0 or 1.

(12)

For the last stage Cn , m n = 0 or 1 also gives identical
structures as Sn,O = VOUT in both cases. The above-mentioned
algorithm can be propagated stage by stage to guarantee an
optimal parasitic loss at the system level. Fig. 7 summarizes
the complete AVFI topology design methodology for the rational buck–boost conversion, including the proposed algorithmic
linear topology framework, the generalized VCR expression,
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Fig. 8. RSSL comparison between existing topologies and the proposed AVFI
framework.

the algorithms for buck–boost VFI parameters ai /bi , and cell
parameter m i .

Fig. 9. RFSL comparison between existing topologies and the proposed AVFI
framework.

area-based optimization [38] for two-phase converters using
power switches with one single voltage rating, the corresponding generic RFSL expression will be

III. T OPOLOGY L OSS A NALYSIS

RSSL =
MSSL

1

2
MSSL

CTOT f S


m qc,i .

(13a)
(13b)

iC fly

Here, CTOT is the total Cfly and f S are the operating frequency.
In the proposed AVFI framework with n power cells, the normalized capacitor charge multiplier in each cell (also for the
existing linear topologies) will become
⎧
1

⎪
⎨
, buck VCR = (n + 1) : x

Q C,i 
= n1 + 1
m qc,i 

Q OUT linear ⎪
⎩ ,
boost VCR = x : (n + 1).
x
(14)
With a pre-defined area and frequency, RSSL depends solely
on the factor MSSL . From the existing SC converter topologies,
a VCR-dependent expression for MSSL under minimum RSSL
in both buck and boost modes can be summarized as
⎧ n
⎨
, buck VCR = (n + 1) : x
(15)
MSSL,min = nn + 1
⎩ ,
boost VCR = x : (n + 1).
x
Based on (14), a linear topology with n power cells theoretically exhibits an MSSL that fulfills the condition in (15).
Consequently, the proposed AVFI framework with parameter
assignment as defined in (7) can intrinsically achieve an
2
as
optimal RSSL due to its linear property. By using MSSL
the performance metric, Fig. 8 shows a comparison among
the existing binary RSC/NSC topologies and the proposed
AVFI topology framework. It can be observed that the proposed technique achieves optimal RSSL similar to the existing
state-of-the-art methods.
B. Fast Switching Loss (R F S L )
Apart from RSSL , practical power switches also introduce
fast switching loss (i.e., RFSL in [38]). By applying the switch

2
M2
G TOT FSL


m qr,i

RFSL =

A. Slow Switching Loss (R S S L )
By employing capacitance area-based optimization for Cfly
assignment [38], the RSSL expression for a generic SC converter topology is given as

MFSL

(16a)
(16b)

iSW

m qr,i 

Q R,i
Q OUT

(16c)

where G TOT is the die-area constrained total switch conductance, Q R,i is the charge passing through the i th switch, and
MFSL is a defined factor to evaluate the topology-correlated
fast switching loss performance. As discussed, the proposed
AVFI topology contains n cells for VCR = (n + 1):x or
x:(n +1). From Figs. 1 and 3, we can observe that except from
the first stage which requires a total of four switches (three
connected to known potentials and one connected to next
stage), all the other intermediate power stages only require
three switches per stage (two connected to known potentials
and one to the next stage). For the last stage, it requires
three switches all connected to known voltages. In summary,
the total number of required switches for an n-stage AVFI
converter is
NSW = 4 + 3 × (n − 1) = 3n + 1.

(17)

Due to the uniform charge flow feature, Q R,i = Q C,i in
each cell. By substituting (17) and (16c) into (16b), the MFSL
expression for the proposed converter is
⎧
3n + 1
⎪
⎨
, buck VCR = (n + 1) : x
n+1
MFSL,AVFI = NSW m qr,i = 3n
+
1
⎪
⎩
, boost VCR = x : (n + 1).
x
(18)
Fig. 9 presents the comparison result for the RSC/NSC and the
proposed AVFI topologies, showing that the proposed AVFI
topology also reaches equal MFSL under identical VCRs.
C. Cbot Parasitic Loss
Apart from the conversion losses induced by RSSL and
RFSL , we also need to consider the Cbot parasitic loss for fully
integrated SCPCs. The corresponding power loss comes
n
2
βCi VCB,i 2 f S = βCTOT f S VIN
Mpar (19a)
Pls,par =
i=1

JIANG et al.: AVFI TOPOLOGY
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Fig. 10. Comparison of Mpar between the proposed AVFI topology, and the
existing RSC and NSC converters under the buck–boost conversion.

m qc,i
Ci =
CTOT
MSSL


1 n
|VCB,i |
m qc,i
Mpar 
i=1
MSSL
VIN

(19b)
2


(19c)

where β denotes the ratio between the bottom-plate parasitic
capacitance (Cbot ) and Cfly . The Ci expression in (19b) results
from the optimization for Cfly under the total area constrained
condition, with MSSL as defined in (13). Here, we define the
topology-dependent parasitic loss factor Mpar in (19c) for the
performance comparison among different existing topologies.
Fig. 10 gives a comparison of Mpar for the proposed AVFI
topology and the state-of-the-art RSC/NSC converters. It can
be observed that the proposed AVFI topology achieves a
significant reduction in Mpar when compared with both the
RSC and NSC, especially for large VCRs in boost mode.
D. Voltage Rating
The voltage rating of both capacitors and power switches are
also important parameters to be considered for fully integrated
SC converters. For simplicity, we consider only the boost
conversion case. Similar consideration can also be readily
applied to buck conversions. The conventional integer boost
Dickson topologies have linearly increased capacitor voltage
rating VC which is maximally equal to VOUT –VIN . In contrast,
VC in integer boost SP topologies equal to VIN for all power
cells. Similar to the case of Dickson, in the proposed AVFI
topology, the maximum required VC is equal to |VOUT –VIN |
for VCR ≥ 2, and equal to VIN for 1 ≤ VCR ≤ 2 in boost
mode. Similarly, in buck mode, the maximum required VC is
equal to |VIN –VOUT | when VCR ≤ 0.5, and equal to VOUT
when 0.5 ≤ VCR ≤ 1.
For power switch voltage rating V R , in conventional integer
boost Dickson converter, it is equal to 2VIN for the switches on
the top-plate side and VIN for those on the bottom-plate side
for all the power cells. In SP boost converter, both the topand bottom-plate switches block linearly increased voltages
along the power cells. The maximum V R in the SP case is
equal to VOUT –VIN on both the top- and bottom-plate side.
In the proposed AVFI topology, the maximum blocked voltage
across the switches on the top-plate side is |VOUT –VIN | both in
buck and boost mode. For the bottom-plate side, the maximum
V R level is equal to VIN and VOUT in boost and buck mode,
respectively.

Fig. 11.
Comprehensive simulation comparison between AVFI and the
existing topologies over a wide input range.

In terms of boost conversion, when compared with the existing topologies (i.e., ladder, Dickson, and SP), ladder achieves
the most relaxed blocking voltages for both Cfly and switches.
However, the ladder has exponentially increased RSSL which
limits its application in on-chip implementations. In general,
under the same VCRs, the proposed AVFI converter faces the
same maximum Cfly blocking voltage as Dickson converter but
with a higher switch blocking voltage requirement. The major
limitation of Dickson topology is the inflexible VCR generation, which has been resolved in the AVFI converter. Compared
with SP topology, the proposed AVFI realizes improved RSSL
and parasitic loss with a similar switch blocking voltage
requirement. However, the SP topology has an advantage on
the Cfly blocking voltage over both the proposed AVFI and
Dickson converters.
E. System-Level Simulation
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed AVFI
topology, we performed simulations to provide quantitative
comparisons with existing SP, RSC, and NSC topologies.
Fig. 11 shows the system-level simulation accounting for all
the losses. The input voltage range is from 0.2 to 2.3 V.
The output voltage was regulated to 1 V while delivering a loading current of 20 mA assuming the same total
capacitance. Cbot is set to 8% of Cfly . The total number of
buck–boost VCR is 24 for the proposed converter. In addition,
all the AVFI/RSC/NSC topologies have an identical structure
under specific ratios (i.e., 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3). Across the
entire conversion range, the proposed AVFI converter achieves
improved overall efficiency of up to 8% when compared with
RSC and NSC designs.
IV. AVFI D ESIGN P ROCEDURES
This section demonstrates the design procedures of the
proposed AVFI topology generation method followed by the
7:4 buck and 3:8 boost examples. The operation characteristics of the proposed AVFI topology will be illustrated to
reveal the power stage implementation insights as well as the
intuitive interpretations of the achieved lower parasitic loss
mechanism.
The proposed method can generate a specific topology with
any arbitrary VCR, and Fig. 12 summarizes its detailed steps,
where we present a few design examples using buck–boost
VCRs. For a given rational VCR, the total number of required
power cells can be directly observed according to the linear
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VCR driven design flow and the corresponding examples for the buck–boost conversion using the proposed AVFI topology generation method.

topology feature discussed in Section II-A. The corresponding
topology parameters ai and bi can be calculated iteratively
through (9) and (10). Based on the obtained ai and bi ,
we can have a corresponding set of m i by (11) and (12)
for power cell selection using the cell summary table of
Fig. 2. The last step is to assign the switching phases in each
cell.
In both examples for the buck and boost rational VCR
generation (Fig. 12), each power stage generates equally
distributed voltage levels from VSS to the highest level of
the conversion domain (i.e., VIN in buck mode and VOUT
in boost mode) similar to the patterns of linear topologies
of Figs. 1 and 3. Each level step is equal to 1/(n + 1)
in both (n + 1):x buck and x:(n + 1) boost conversions.
The generated levels can be divided into two voltage distribution domains based on the Ctop and Cbot , as illustrated
in Fig. 12. During buck mode operation, Cbot processes
voltage levels within [VSS , VOUT ], while Ctop converts voltage
levels within [VOUT , VIN ]. Similarly, in boost conversion,
Ctop operates within [VIN , VOUT ] and Cbot within [VSS , VIN ].
In addition, the Ctop domain is always higher than the Cbot .
This bounded domain property can well define the required
power switch voltage stress and the corresponding driving
rails, which is also exploited in the power cell design of
Section V-C and the RSBD implementation of Section V-D,
respectively.
Another observation is that the charge transfer between
all adjacent cells exhibits the Ctop -to-Ctop and Cbot -to-Cbot
phenomena. And, such patterns also appear in the lower VCB
selection of Fig. 6 when deriving the m i algorithm. In fact,
this pattern universally exists in all generated AVFI topologies
by the proposed method (similar to Dickson converters).
Together with the previously discussed Ctop /Cbot domain property, it intuitively explains the lower VCB characteristic for
the proposed AVFI topology. Specifically, since the top-plate
voltage VCtop is always higher than the bottom-plate voltage VCbot , cell interfacing between the same capacitor plates
(i.e., Ctop -to-Ctop and Cbot -to-Cbot ) will definitely achieve
lower VCB in the cell switching when compared with the
opposite (i.e., Ctop -to-Cbot and Cbot -to-Ctop).

Fig. 13.
Overview of the implemented SC converter with 24 rational
buck–boost VCRs using 10 MC + 10 AC partitionable power stage.

V. C ONVERTER D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
The previous discussion introduces design examples for
single rational VCR implementation. Here, we present the
complete design and implementation of a fully integrated
SCPC with buck–boost FVCRs supporting a wide input
voltage range. The design tackles the challenge of full
power cell utilization and efficient power switch driving to
enhance on-chip power density and reduce the switching
loss.
A. Converter Overview
A reconfigurable SCPC was implemented based on the
proposed AVFI topology with 24 rational buck–boost VCRs
(11 buck + 13 boost) covering a conversion range from
2:1 to 1:7, as illustrated in Fig. 13. The 10 MCs + 10
ACs partitionable power stage can theoretically generate a
total of 79 buck–boost VCRs (including 1:1), among which
we implemented a subset of 24 with reference to the target
conversion range and power level. The designed converter
operates in dual-branch interleaving with the four-phase nonoverlapping clock signal generated through an injected master
clock to eliminate both the shoot through and reversion
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Fig. 14. (a) Rational power cell and the corresponding switch control table
(en: enable). (b) Generalized (n + 1):x topology framework implementation.

losses [41], [42]. The digital controller serves to update
the converter VCR based on the external 5-bit digital signal (DVIN_S ), as well as to regulate the output loading based
on hysteretic pulse-skipping modulation.
B. Partitionable Power Stage Design
According to the derived VCR expression in (7), the proposed topology framework features programmable VCR with
a fixed number of cells. To accommodate the difference
in parameter settings for various VCRs, a general rational
power cell structure, shown in Fig. 14(a), was also proposed.
Referring to the switch control summary table, it can be
reconfigured into any cell type among the eight DSC and QFC
structures of Fig. 2. This facilitates practical implementation
using the proposed AVFI framework, where any rational ratios
can be realized by cascading rational power cells. Fig. 14(b)
shows a buck (n +1):x example based on the AVFI framework
using the rational cell in Fig. 14(a).
The topology framework for the implemented VCRs consists of (n+1):x and x:(n + 1) conversions with x ≤ n, where
n = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10}. Here, the VCRs are chosen
based on the implementation complexity and the induced
efficiency improvement. The unit charge-flow property of the
proposed AVFI topology enables the use of identical power
cells which can significantly simplify the multi-VCR implementation. However, to achieve full capacitance utilization for
all the targeted VCRs, the conventional brute force method
requires a total of 60 unit power cells which inevitably
increases the implementation complexity. To resolve this problem, we designed a partitionable power stage architecture
consisting of 10 MCs and 10 ACs with a sizing ratio of 5
(Fig. 13). The 10 ACs can either work as 10 individual small
cells in parallel with the 10 MCs for n = {1, 5, 10}, or be
grouped as two large cells to serve as two MCs for n =
{2, 3, 4, 6}. We implement both the MCs and ACs using the
modular rational cell structure from Fig. 14(a). Fig. 15 outlines
the corresponding partitioning modes for implementing the
targeted 24 VCRs. The connecting wires at the bottom of the
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Fig. 15. Summary of the seven operation modes for the partitionable power
stage to implement the targeted 24 VCRs.

Fig. 16.

Power cell implementation.

ACs in Fig. 13 show the reconfigurability of all the 10 ACs to
achieve full capacitor utilization at different VCRs in Fig. 15,
where the ACs can be rearranged into either series or parallel
configurations. With the proposed partitionable power stage
architecture, the total number of cells can be reduced to 20,
leading to a threefold improvement when compared with the
conventional method.
C. Power Cell Implementation
Fig. 16 illustrates the implementation of the rational power
cell in Fig. 14(a), together with the schematic of the dynamic
body biasing N-/P-switch. Each cell contains six power
switches, with ST 1,T 2,T 3 and S B12,B3,B4 connected to Ctop
and Cbot of the flying capacitor, respectively. Except for S B4 ,
all the other switches employ a DTMOS-based dynamic
body biasing technique [43] to enhance switch conductance
while ensuring proper biasing of substrate junction diodes.
ST 1−3 adopt P/N complementary switches that are alternately
activated in buck–boost modes to relax the possible voltage stress induced in their driver circuits, to be discussed
next. The target VOUT is around 1 V. Together with the
well-bounded bottom-plate voltage domains in both the buck
(from VIN to VSS ) and boost (from VOUT to VSS ) modes,
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Fig. 17. Three-state switch operation illustrations of the adaptive gate driving for the P-switch in ST 3 under buck conversion. (a) Complete summary for all
the possible operations. (b) Switch-on. (c) Switch-off. (d) Disable.

Fig. 18.

(a) Circuit implementation of the proposed RSBD for ST 3 and (b) its operating status in buck conversion mode.

these conditions enable the use of low-voltage transistors for
all power switches of S B12 , S B3 , and S B4 , effectively reducing
the driving loss especially in heavy load conditions. Because
of the targeted VIN range, a similar principle can be applied
to employ low-voltage switches on the top-plate side.
The top-plate switches ST 1,T 2,T 3 have three operating states,
including two enable states for P-switch and N-switch in the
buck and boost modes, respectively, and one disable state
in which both P-/N-switches are turned off. As an example,
Fig. 17(a) tabulates the three-state adaptive driving behaviors
for ST 3 . The dual-phase operations, represented as 1 and 2 ,
correspond to the switch-on and -off conditions, respectively.
Fig. 17(b)–(d) displays the exact three-state gate driving
behaviors for ST 3 in buck mode. Accordingly, the lowest
potential on Ctop should be VOUT , which is also the supply
VDD of the RSBD control circuit. For buck conversions, the
N-switch of ST 3 is kept disabled by tying its gate terminal
to VDD . The use of P-switch instead of N-switch can prevent
possible device over-stressing in the RSBD control block
without using stacking devices.
D. Proposed RSBD
The bootstrapping technique is generally implemented to
enforce the switch gate–source voltage (VGS ) to maintain a
low on-resistance. Among the six power switches, ST 3 and S B3
which connect Ctop and Cbot of adjacent power stages exhibit
the most driving challenge due to the wide terminal voltage
dynamics under different VCRs. The generated gate driving

signal should accommodate the higher/lower potential side
across the switch accordingly.
Fig. 18(a) shows the RSBD circuit implementation.
To ensure proper driving rail selection for all the three
operation states, the proposed RSBD is realized by four
active function blocks (CP1 , CP2 , RCT0 , and RCT180 ) and
two disable blocks (DIS0/180). All the active function blocks
operate in two active buck–boost operation states to realize
adaptive reference voltage selection and power switch driving
control. DIS0/180 serves to properly turn off the power switch
in the disable state, during which all the four active function
blocks are also shut down. As mentioned in Section V-C,
the use of P/N power switches for ST 1,T 2,T 3 reduces the
voltage stress on the state control circuits in Fig. 18. Specifically, if using only N-switch, all the symbolic switches, and
logic cells as well as the disable function blocks should
sustain a voltage stress about three times of VDD during the
switch-on driving state of the RSBD. In that case, even the
high-voltage transistor available in typical bulk CMOS process
(generally with ∼2 VDD voltage stress tolerance) cannot fulfill
the requirement. Even though this issue can be resolved by
transistor stacking, it will inevitably increase the internal
switching loss in the RSBD. Notice that although the exact
implementation and optimization is design and technology
specific, the proposed RSBD technique can still be generally
applied with appropriate modification accordingly.
Due to the fully differential implementation, the proposed
RSBD circuit is also applicable to multiple-branch interleaving
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converters with an even number of interleaved branches.
The RSBD is controlled through external signals en and lv
to generate internal controls for switch enabling and mode
selection. As an example, the three-state driving operations
for the P-switch in ST 3 using the RSBD sub-building blocks
are detailed as follows.
1) Charge Pump CP2 for Switch-on Driving: The driving
signal VGP,on,0 should be delivered to the 0° power branch
in 1 to turn on the power switch ST 3−P as illustrated
in Fig. 17. During this phase, the gate voltage of ST 3−P should
be maintained as VGP,on,0 = Vpass –VDD, where Vpass is the
top-plate pass voltage on both Ci and Ci+1 . The targeted
control signal is generated by the sub-building block CP2 ,
which is essentially a bi-directional charge pump circuit with
cross-coupled sampling and pumping switches, as shown in
Fig. 18(b). The clock signals (i.e., clk0 and clk180) are
switching between VSS and VDD . C P2,0 generates the voltage
VGP,on,0 to turn on ST 3−P,0 on the 0° side. Meanwhile,
C P2,180 samples the Vpass,0 from the 0° branch for generating
VGP,on,180 in the next clock phase. Furthermore, the Vpass
sampling control is internally generated by P1 . Referring to
Fig. 18(b), the generated signal from CP1 turns on S P2,S,180 in
order that Vpass,0 can be sampled on C P2,180 . At the same time,
S P2,D,0 is turned on (as Vpass,0 –VGP,on,0 = VDD ), connecting
C P2,0 to ST 3−P,0 with the control voltage VGP,on,0 .
Noteworthy, the charge sharing between C P2 and the gate
terminal of the power switch can lead to a reduction of
the driving voltage from the desired level. Considering the
tradeoff between the driving level degradation and driver
area overhead, we select the capacitance of C P2 as approximately six times the corresponding gate capacitance to
ensure the effective driving voltage above 85% of the desired
level.
2) Charge Pump CP1 for Internal Control: Similar to CP2 ,
the sub-building block CP1 is also a bi-directional charge
pump but for the RSBD internal control. During 1 ,
C P1,0 pumps out the internal control voltage V P1,0 to turn on
S P2,S,180, passing Vpass from the 0° branch to charge C P2,180 .
It also turns on S R,D,180 to deliver the switch-off control signal
VGP,off,180 to ST 3−P,180 on the 180° side, where RCT180 generates VGP,off,180 . Simultaneously, C P1,180 samples VGP,off,180
to generate the equivalent internal control in the next clock
phase. In 1 , V P1,180 turns off S R,D,0 and S P2,S,0 to isolate
the 0° power cell from both RCT0 and the 180° power cell.
Since the control switches inside the RSBD are much smaller
than the power switches, C P1 was set to 1/3 of C P2 .
3) Rectifier RCT0/180 for Reference Selection: Both RCT0
and RCT180 provide adaptive reference selection across the
power switch, with the two PMOS and NMOS transistors
selecting the higher and lower levels between the two terminals across a power switch, respectively. The control signals
en N and en P , shown in Fig. 18(a), serve to pass the selected
higher and lower levels, which are utilized in the buck and
boost modes, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 17(c), turning
off ST 3−P requires connecting its gate terminal to the higher
potential side. In this case, the higher level selection circuit of
RCT180 generates the required signal VGP,off,180 , which passes

Fig. 19.

Annotated chip micrograph of the converter prototype.

through switch S R,D,180 and then drives ST 3−P,180. Since
ST 3−P,0 is turned on, RCT0 has no effect in this phase.
In this paper, the worst case voltage difference in the
reference selection circuit is ideally 0.44 V, which is mainly
limited by the minimum VIN of 0.22 V. From simulation,
it can be concluded that in the worst case (1:7 conversion)
the RCT0/180 block will induce a finite settling error, and
the resultant loss is negligible when compared with the other
converter losses.
4) Disable Blocks DIS0/180: Referring to Fig. 17(d), when
ST 3−P is disabled, the gate voltage VGP,dis should be connected to the highest top-plate potential (i.e., VIN in buck
mode) to ensure proper switch-off operation. The disable
function (determined by en and lv) is executed by the two
disable blocks [Fig. 18(b)] for the 0° and 180° branches.
During the disable state, the disable circuits connect the
P-switch gates to the highest top-plate voltage (i.e., VIN in buck
mode and VOUT in boost mode). Similarly, they also connect
the N-switch gates to the lowest top-plate voltage (i.e., VDD in
buck and VSS in boost).
VI. C HIP I MPLEMENTATION AND M EASUREMENT
The proposed AVFI converter with 24 VCRs was realized
in 65-nm bulk CMOS, occupying an active area of 2.42 mm2 .
Fig. 19 shows the annotated chip micrograph. We placed the
RSBDs and digital control in the center for dual branch power
cell control with 10 MCs and 10 ACs on the two sides. All
the flying capacitors employed vertical stacking of thin-oxide
MOS capacitors together with MIM capacitors (2 fF/μm2 ),
resulting in a capacitance density of ∼10 fF/μm2 (depending
on the MOS capacitor biasing condition). The on-chip Cfly and
output filtering capacitor COUT are 8 and 6 nF, respectively,
where COUT is distributed in each cell. The chip prototype
supports an input conversion range from 0.22 to 2.4 V, with
a regulated output between 0.85 and 1.2 V. The reference
voltage VREF for VOUT regulation was supplied externally.
With an external clock frequency of 25 MHz, load regulation
is accomplished using pulse-skipping modulation, with a target
output power level of >20 mW using a resistive load.
A. Conversion Efficiency
Fig. 20 shows the measured conversion efficiency over
different input voltage ranges. The measured peak power
conversion efficiency (ηpeak ) is 84.1% for both VOUT = 1
and 1.2 V. At VOUT = 0.85 V, the measured ηpeak is 83.8%.
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Fig. 21. Measured output power range versus conversion efficiency for all
the implemented VCRs under VOUT = 1 V.

Fig. 20. Measured power conversion efficiency over the entire VIN range
and regulated at different VOUT levels.

The corresponding output power densities are 13.4, 10.6, and
5.4 mW/mm2 at VOUT = 1, 1.2, and 0.85 V, respectively.
A drop in ηpeak can be observed at high VCRs in boost
mode due to the exponential increase in RSSL . Apart from
that the power loss from the regulation control blocks is also
becoming more significant due to the lower output current at
high VCRs. The peak efficiency occurs at around unity VCRs
due to the lower parasitic loss. It can also be observed that
not all VCRs can contribute to an efficiency improvement at
high output power as limited by the high MSSL and MFSL .
For instance, the MSSL and MFSL for 7:4 are higher than that
of 5:3 with reference to Figs. 8 and 9. However, both have
similar Mpar as shown in Fig. 10. Consequently, the VCR
of 7:4 only covers a limited conversion range at VOUT = 1 V
in Fig. 20(b) but achieves lower efficiency than that of 5:3 at
VOUT = 0.85 V in Fig. 20(c). The same argument applies to
the absence of ratio 2:5 in Fig. 20(c).
B. Power Range
Fig. 21 displays the measured output power range versus
efficiency for each VCR at VOUT = 1 V, with distinct
load driving ability due to the difference in power stage
loss under different VCRs. The maximum output power is
up to 82 mW at 2:1, which exhibits the lowest RSSL . This
corresponds to a power density of 33.9 mW/mm2 at 74.5%
efficiency. In addition, all the buck configurations can deliver
an output power of more than 30 mW thanks to the bounded

Fig. 22. Measured output waveforms without external filtering capacitor C L .

MSSL according to (6). On the contrary, the boost VCR
configurations show a reduced driving capability as a result
of the exponentially increased MSSL . For all the boost VCRs
not more than 1:2 (except from 3:5 whose MSSL is relatively
higher), the proposed converter can still deliver a loading
power level of >30 mW.
C. Output Transient
Fig. 22 depicts the measured output waveforms with a
stepped loading current (Iload ) between 4 and 25 mA at
6:5 and VOUT = 1 V using pulse-skipping modulation at
25 MHz (CLKSW ). The step response of 5 μs is mainly limited
by the measurement setup. It should be noted that a higher
output voltage transient droop is expected if a faster step is
applied to the system. The corresponding VOUT is around
51 mV when Iload = 4 mA with no external output filtering
capacitor. Further reduction in output ripple can be achieved
by increasing the number of interleaving branches.
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE S UMMARY AND C OMPARISON W ITH S TATE - OF - THE -A RT W ORKS

concluded that this design achieves a significant power density
improvement except for those using special processes.
VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 23. Performance benchmarking with state-of-the-art fully integrated SC
converters in bulk CMOS and other special processes.

D. Performance Comparison and Benchmarking
Table I outlines the measured performance of the proposed
SCPC. This paper accomplishes the highest number of VCRs
among existing buck–boost designs. As the AVFI topology
intrinsically features lower parasitic loss than existing works,
a high power density up to 13.4 mW/mm2 and a high
peak efficiency of 84.1% are concurrently achieved using the
MOS+MIM capacitors. When compared with the state-of-theart recursive buck–boost SCPC in [33], this paper implements
an increased number of VCRs and a higher peak efficiency,
as well as an improved power density by >13×.
Fig. 23 shows the benchmarking for state-of-the-art fully
integrated SC dc–dc converters, classifying designs with single
(solid markers) and multiple (dashed markers) VCRs. It can
be observed that the power density generally becomes lower
as the number of VCR increases. For fair comparisons,
Fig. 23 shows the comparison of this paper with other FVCR
designs in bulk CMOS (with number of VCR ≥ 4). It can be

This paper proposed a systematic SCPC topology design
technique featuring fine-grained rational buck–boost VCR
generation with optimal RSSL , RFSL , and Cbot parasitic loss
in contrast to existing methods. A partitionable power stage
architecture that consists of main and auxiliary power cells was
introduced to significantly reduce implementation complexity
with full capacitor utilization. Effective power switch-on/-off
operation over wide voltage dynamics was guaranteed by the
proposed RSBD. A fully integrated buck–boost SCPC with
24 rational VCRs was implemented in a standard 65-nm
bulk CMOS process, attaining 13.4 mW/mm2 on-chip power
density at a peak conversion efficiency of 84.1%, which is
the state of the art among existing fully integrated FVCR SC
converter designs without using special processes.
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